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PREFACE  
 

This book will cover technical terms related to food and 

beverage, practices of cooking, making an advertisement, 

responding inquiry, making sales reports, taking orders, and 

handling complaints. 

We hope that this book will improve the student's skills in 

cooking, planning, and running a small-scale business, especially 

related to food and beverage. 
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TOPIC 

1 

 

 

Objective: 

By the end of the lesson it is expected that students understand what 

is meant by food anda beverage. 

 

 

 

1. Food is any substance consumed to provide nutritional support 

for an organism. Food is usually of plant, animal or fungal in 

origin, and contains essential nutrients, such as carbohydrates, 

fats, proteins, vitamins, or minerals. 

2. Food is  substance consisting essentially of protein, 

carbohydrate, fat, and other nutrients used in the body of an 

organism to sustain growth and vital processes and to furnish 

energy.  

 

The absorption and utilization of food by the body is 

fundamental to nutrition and is facilitated by digestion. Plants, 

which convert solar energy to food by photosynthesis, are the 

primary food source. Animals that feed on plants often serve as 

sources of food for other animals. To learn more about the sequence 

of transfers of matter and energy in the form of food from organism 

to organism, see food chain. 

Food and Beverage 

Definitions of food 

UNDERSTANDING 
FOOD AND 
BEVERAGE 
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TOPIC 

2 

 

 

Objective: 

By the end of the lesson students are able to indentify and mention 

names of food and beverage  

 

 

 

One type of food that nearly everyone eats every day is the 

food group called vegetables. Some vegetables grow underground, 

including root vegetables like potatoes, yams, carrots, turnips and 

beetroot as well as bulbs like onion and garlic. 

Green vegetables or greens include leaf vegetables like 

spinach and cabbage as well as certain legumes like peas and string 

beans. Many vegetables have seeds inside, and the best-known of 

these include pumpkin, squash, eggplant and the many kinds of 

pepper like the green pepper, chilli pepper and the bell pepper or 

capsicum. Salad vegetables such as lettuce and cucumber are eaten 

raw while other vegetables, including cauliflower, mushrooms and 
stem vegetables like asparagus and celery, can be eaten either raw 

or cooked. 

 

Terms of food 

Vegetables 

 

GENERAL 
TERMS OF FOOD 
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TOPIC 

3 

 

 

Objective: 

By the end of the lesson it is expected that students understand  

terms of beverage  and able to explain them. 

 

 

A lot of the terms and phrases listed below are standard 

throughout the industry. A good bartender will know his profession 

inside out, and the ability to understand various words related to 

bartending is a must.  

Box 
Pour into and out of a shaker, usually only once. Gives the drink a 

quick mixing without shaking.  

Call Drink 

A liquor and mixer, of which the liquor is a defined brand. (ie. 

Tanqueray and Tonic, Bacardi and Coke)  

Cobbler 
A tall drink of any liquor served in a collins or highball glass with 

shaved or crushed ice and garnished with fresh fruit and mint 

sprigs.  

Chaser 

A mixer that is consumed immediately after a straight shot of liquor 

to create a different taste.  

Bartending Terminology 

GENERAL 
TERMS OF 
BEVERAGE 
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TOPIC 

4 

 

 

Objective: 

By the end of the lesson it is expected that students understand  and 

be able to explain terms of  cooking 

 

 

Understand how these word work and check your dictionary how 
to pronounce them correctly. 

 

A 
acidulate/%�s<dd\le<t//%�s<dj\le<t/ ²  
To make a dish slightly sour or acidic in order to bring out other 

flavours, or to make the dish more tender. Usually done by adding 

a small amount of lemon juice or vinegar. 

al dente/al ¼dSnteb/  

/al �d-nte</ ²  

Pasta that has been cooked tender but slightly firm, but not hard. 

,WDOLDQ�IRU�¶WR�WKH�WRRWK·� 

 
B 
bake/bebk: To cook food in an oven, surrounded with dry heat; called 

roasting when applied to meat or poultry. 

Baking powder: A combination of baking soda, an acid such as 

cream of tartar, and a starch or flour (moisture absorber). Most 

General Terms of Cooking 

TECHNICAL 
TERMS OF  
COOKING 
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TOPIC 

5 

 

 

Objective: 

By the end of the lesson it is expected that students understand  

dining etiquette at restaurant  

 

 

Fine dining restaurants are known for delivering a higher 

level of customer service than casual restaurants. Guests expect 

elegant ambiance, upscale table settings, and a menu with higher 

price points. In addition to these defining factors, they also expect 

WKHLU�VHUYHUV�WR�XSKROG�ILQH�GLQLQJ�HWLTXHWWH��:H·YH�PDGH�D�JXLGH�RI�

fine dining etiquette tips to help new servers provide their guests 

with the most professional service possible.  

 

 

Depending on the event or meal being served, the type of table 

service will vary. Formal dining at restaurants will be different than 

at a buffet or catered wedding reception, but all service types aim to 

serve patrons quickly, efficiently, and with great care.  

 

American  
The most common style of restaurant service; Customers first 

choose options from a menu, and entrees are then cooked and plated 

in the kitchen before being served. Servers should use descriptive 

Fine Dining Etiquette for Servers 

Types of Table 
Service 

DINING 
ETIQUETTE FOR 
WAITER/TRESS 
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TOPIC 

6 

 

 

Objective: 

By the end of the lesson it is expected that students understand  and 

be able to practice cooking. 

 

 

 
Doughnutas:  

x 250 gr flour 

x 110 ml of milk 

x 1 tbsp of milk powder 

x 1 tsp instant yeast 

x ½ tsp vanilla powder 

x 2 tbsp butter 

x ½ teaspoon salt 

x 1 egg 

x oil for frying 

Filling: 

x 350 ml milk 

x 1 egg yolk 

x 40 gr sugar 

x 25 gr corn starch 

x ½ tsp vanilla powder 

Caramel sauce: 

x 150 gr sugar 

x 25 ml of water 

 

CRÈME BRULEE DONUT RECIPE 

Ingredients 

COOKING 
PRACTICE 1 
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TOPIC 

7 

 

 

Objective: 

By the end of the lesson it is expected that students understand  and 

be able to practice cooking. 

 

 

 

Ingredients and Equipments Preparation 
CHICKEN MENTAI (Maincourse) 

COOKING 
PRACTICE 2 
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TOPIC 

8 

 

 

Objective: 

By the end of the lesson it is expected that students understand  

terms at bar and able to handle order of beverage. 

  

 

A lot of the terms and phrases listed below are standard 

throughout the industry. A good bartender will know his profession 

inside out, and the ability to understand various words related to 

bartending is a must.  

Box 

Pour into and out of a shaker, usually only once. Gives the drink a 

quick mixing without shaking.  

Call Drink 

A liquor and mixer, of which the liquor is a defined brand. (ie. 

Tanqueray and Tonic, Bacardi and Coke)  

Cobbler 
A tall drink of any liquor served in a collins or highball glass with 

shaved or crushed ice and garnished with fresh fruit and mint 

sprigs.  

Chaser 

A mixer that is consumed immediately after a straight shot of liquor 

to create a different taste.  

Bartending Terminology 

AT BAR 
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TOPIC 

9 

 

 

Objective: 

By the end of the lesson it is expected that students understand  

steps and be able to practice how to make  Flyer for Food and 

Beverage 

 

Things to be remembered when you make flyer for food and 
beverage 

Though flyer marketing is relatively inexpensive and quite 

easy to do, marketing costs can build up over time. Small businesses 

are especially vulnerable to these costs. Thus, making an effective 

business flyer the first time around ensures that your invested 

resources hit the return on investment you need. 

So how can you create effective business flyers? Here are 

some tips to print awesome business flyers. 

1. Keep your content brief. 
Taking into account the design and the size of your flyer, 

the area where you FRXOG� ZULWH� FRQWHQW� LV� OLPLWHG�� 'RQ·W�

overwhelm your reader by squeezing in a lot of information. 

Write your content in a concise way. Leave only the essentials. 

 

2. Divide your copy into digestible sections. 
The appearance of your text can affect your reader·V�

interest. At first glance, long paragraphs look like giant walls of 

text that could turn off your reader. White space, that is the area 

around a certain design element, helps alleviate this strain. For 

MAKING FLYER 
OF  FOOD AND 

BEVERAGE 
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TOPIC 

10 

 

 

OBJECTIVE 

By the end of the lesson it is expected that the students understand 

and able to practice how to make advertisement on line 

 

 

There are no rules to creating outstanding advertising but there 
are some steps that seem to work. 
1. Make your ads easily recognizable. 

Make your ads distinctively different in appearance than those 

of your competitors.  .HHS�\RXU�DGV·�DSSHDUDQFH�FRQVLVWHQW� 

2. Use a simple layout. 

7KH� OD\RXW� VKRXOG� FDUU\� WKH� UHDGHU·V� H\H� WKURXJK� WKH� DG�

message easily from headline, to illustration, to explanatory 

FRS\��WR�SULFH��WR�WKH�VWRUH·V�QDPH� 

3. Use a dominant element. 

A large picture or headline ensures quick visibility ² photos of 

people win more visibility. 

4. Use a prominent benefit headline. 

The first question a reader KDV�LV��´:KDW·V�LQ�LW�IRU�PH"µ  Make 

sure you tell them. 

5. Let white space work for the ad. 

:KLWH�VSDFH�IRFXVHV�WKH�UHDGHU·V�DWWHQWLRQ�RQ�WKH�DG�DQG�ZLOO�

make the headline and illustration stand out. 

 

Ten Steps to Create Effective Ads  

MAKING 
ADVERTISEMENT FOR 
FOOD AND BEVERAGE 
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TOPIC 

11 

 

 

Objective: 

By the end of the lesson it is expected that students understand and 

able to handle table reservation 

 

 

While it seems like taking reservations is an easy task ³ you 

just have to pencil in customers at the correct time ³ LW·V�DFWXDOO\�

much more complicated than that.  

The first thing you need to know is how many tables you 

have, and what your average dining time per table is. Do your 

research before you begin. You then know how far apart to space 

\RXU� UHVHUYDWLRQV��'RQ·W� JXHVV� DW� WKLV�� 7RR�PXFK� WLPH� DQG� \RX·OO�

have tables empty for too long; too short and your guests will either 

feel rushed while dining or be forced to wait for their table. Neither 

of these is a desirable situation.  

Next, you need a way to deal with the aforementioned no-

shows, because you will have them. The easiest way is to build in a 

10-15 minute window, after which you will simply give the table to 

another guest. A much more extreme option is to take credit cards 

when making the reservation, with the understanding that if you 

GRQ·W�VKRZ�XS��\RX�ZLOO�EH�FKDUJHG�D�IHH��:KLOH�WKLV�RSWLRQ�PD\�EH�

okay for highly desirable restaurants, it can definitely be a turn off. 

Think carefully before using this option. 

How to Take Reservations 

HANDLING 
RESERVATION AT 

RESTAURANT 
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TOPIC 

12 

 

 

Objective: 

By the end of the lesson students are able to greet and seat the guest 

perfectly 

 

 

A guest always comes in the restaurant with an expectation 

to be cordially welcomed by the restaurant staffs. All the hotel or 

restaurants staffs should be well trained in welcoming the guests 

with proper etiquette and manner. In some properties host or 

hostess generally welcome the guest, but sometimes the servers are 

also responsible to greet the guests. A waiter could precede the 

greeting procedures in the following ways: 

x Welcome your guest with a welcoming phrase. 

x Make first contact pleasant so that it can contribute in the long 

term relationship. 

x Greet the guest according to the time. 

x Make guest comfortable with the atmosphere. 

After welcoming the guests the server should make guest 

seated. Though some restaurants do not demand waiters to seat 

guests, but in most cases especially in some fine-dining restaurants 

require the waiters for guest seating. The server always must take 

certain actions for seating a guest. For example: 

x First ask the guest whether he/she has reservation or not. 

Steps of Greeting and Seating the Guest 

WELCOMING 
GUEST AT A 

RESTAURANT 
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TOPIC 

13 

 

 

Objective: 

By the end of the lesson it is expected that students understand what 

is meant by food anda beverage. 

 

 

Many of my readers requested to write a tutorial on how to 

take order in hotel or restaurant. I hope this tutorial will help them 

all and let them know what are the basic procedures to take food 

order successfully in restaurant. 

As you know Order taking is a skillful art for any waiter. 

After proper greeting and seating a waiter needs to wait for the 

guest to take order. Today, we will learn how to take food order in 

restaurant through step by step instruction. 

Step-1: Observe your guest: 

x Be observant and use proper timing. 

x Smile, make eye contact and try to anticipate when the guest is 

ready to order e.g. when a guest closed the menu or look around, 

that is an indication that he/she is ready to order. 

Step-2: Approach to the table: 

x Approach the guest table with a smile and maintain eye contact 

by saying: ([FXVH�PH�0U��0UV��0V«�RU�6LU�0DGDP��PD\�,�WDNH�

your order please. 

How to Take Food Order in Restaurant (SOP) 

TAKING 
*8(67·6�25'(5 
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TOPIC 

14 

 

 

Objective: 

By the end of the lesson it is expected that students understand  and 

be able to practice delivering food and clear up 

 

 

1. Pick up the Food from the Kitchen 

x After all the food orders have been taken and placed in the 

kitchen properly, the server in charge of the table should 

ensure that all required cutleries have set up and placed on 

the table properly. 

x Pick up food from the kitchen and bring it to the guest table. 

Pick up hot dishes from the hot kitchen and cold dishes and 

dessert from the cold kitchen pantry. 

x Check to ensure correct orders have been picked up from the 

kitchen as per order chit and ensure the following: 

a. Correct table number are arranged. 

b. Correct garnishes and condiment are prepared. 

c. Correct and clean crockery are served. 

d. Clean service cloth has served. 

e. Food covers are placed properly over the hot food. 

 

 

 

Procedures of Serving Food at Hotel or Restaurant 

SERVING  FOOD AT 
7+(�*8(67·6�7$%/(�

AND CLEAR UP 
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TOPIC 

15 

 

 

Objective: 

By the end of the lesson it is expected that students understand and 

able to handle complaint. 

 

 

Learn How to Handle Difficult Guests in Hotel & Restaurants  

In a hotel or restaurant everyday hundreds or thousands of 

guests come and go. All are different. They come from different 

countries, possess different levels of education and most 

importantly each carries different personalities. It is you, as a server 

or hotelier, have to handle all types of guests. 

In service industry like hotel, complaints go side by side. 

Whenever you would try to sell any product or service, you will find 

some people who may not become satisfied. In hotel arena, people 

get angry or not fill happy for various reasons. Some common 

reasons are like not getting proper service by staffs, bad quality of 

IRRG� LQ�UHVWDXUDQWV�HWF��7KH�EDVLF�JROGHQ�UXOH� LV�GRQ·W�EH�SDQLF�RU�

offensive while guests complain to you. Try to professionally deal 

all sorts of complaints.  

 

 

 

 

Steps How to Handle Complaints 

HANDLING 
COMPLAINT 
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TOPIC 

16 

 

 

Objective: 

By the end of the lesson it is expected that students understand the 

steps and able to handle billing. 

 

 

There are steps that a waiter/cashier should do when they handle 

billing. 

Basic Steps: 

1. Guest calls for bill 

2. Waiter goes to the cashier and instructs him to total the check by 

the table number. 

3. Cashier calculate and totals the guest check including service 

charge and hands the check to the waiter. 

4. Waiter double checks the bill and places it in the check folder. 

5. Waiter approaches the table and stands straight to the right of 

the guest and presents the bill in the folder. 

6. Waiter waits for the guest to examine the guest check. 

 

When Guest Pay in Cash: 

Verify the cash tendered by the guest. 

1. Waiter takes bill and cash to the cashier. 

2. Cashier returns any change due (to the guest) with the receipt to 

the waiter. 

Handling Bill 

HANDLING 
BILL 
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